WR115
UNIT ONE

✓ Editing: Overview and Diagnostic
✓ Summary/Response Writing

Focus: Identifying editing strengths/weaknesses; Developing critical reading and note-taking skills; writing summary/response paragraphs

CALENDAR

Week One
Mon, Sept 27
Welcome and Overview
IN CLASS: Writing Exercise #1 (introductory writing)

Wed, Sept 29
READ: MODELS: Browse Table of Contents
MANUAL: Browse Table of Contents, learn ways to navigate this handbook
Handout: Using Sources: “Writing a Summary”

Fri, Oct 1
READ: MODELS: “From Reading to Writing,” p 43 – 59
Handout: “Superman and Me” by Alexie
IN CLASS: note taking, critical reading and writing strategies

Week Two
Mon, Oct 4
“What’s in a Name,” P 361 – 365
“Salvation,” p 228 – 232
IN CLASS: WE#2: Summary Pre-Writing

Wed, Oct 6
READ AND STUDY: Handout Using Sources
In Class: Response Pre-Writing

Friday, Oct 8
GRAMMAR: Before class complete diagnostic using MANUAL
IN CLASS: Diagnostic

Week Three
Mon, Oct 11
READ: Re-read the essay you’ve chosen for summary/response
MODELS: Revising and Editing, page 20 – 32
IN CLASS: WE #3 Revision Workshop

Wed, Oct 13
DUE: Summary and Response